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Townhouse of the future...

L-R

01 -  Close up gable with
alumium windowframes and
maintenance free panelling

02 - Main entrance

This semi-detached town house was built in 2018 under architecture with high-
quality materials. The optimal layout is aimed at creating the ideal family home.
Light, space and comfort are key words to describe this sustainably built house. A
fairy-tale garden, private parking space and home office with separate entrance. 

During the construction process,
sustainable materials were used for
optimal insulation, resulting in low to no
maintenance and zero-on-the-meter
electrical consumption.



A garden like a fairy-tale
As much privacy as the house offers, as much freedom and space there is to frolic in
the garden. Here one will find sumptuous flowers and various places to sit, play or
hide and seek...! A true oasis of green with various see-through views. 



The facade, when fully opened,
makes a seamless connection
between inside and outside

View from the dining table.



Facade street side and side wall with main entrance



....but with a  
country feeling..

Living in our
Capital....



Welcome...
The usable space
of the house comprises of
approximately 202m2 (663
sq. ft.). It  has an  option of
building a garden house
plot-wide in the garden up to
approximately 30m2 (98sq.
ft.) The house has multiple
entrances and is
characterized by an optimal
use of the space as well as
an ideal coordination of the
various rooms. There
is a perfect balance between
living / cooking / sleeping /
work / storage and
outdoor space. An evocative
staircase in the middle of the
house connects the various
floors and living areas.
Rooms where the high
ceilings with storey-high
windows and doors give light
free rein.



Eating, playing, lounging,
working at home...
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01 -  The spacious kitchen with
custom made cupboardwall
02 - Entrance hall



An own
working area

or home
practice

The spacious study at the front has a
private entrance and view of the quiet street with
only local traffic.
In addition, there is a spacious internal storage
room and separate toilet. 
The fairytale garden at the back enjoys the sun
all day, has a wooden barn and also has an
entrance gate.

Equipped with a private entrance, a storey-high
window and views over the quiet street.



The  kitchen with cozy bar and playing area
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L - The spacious kitchen with high ceiling
(3m)
R - Internal storage

The house includes a very spacious open kitchen (Bulthaup
brand) with a black aluminium facade with windows that can
be opened almost completely and a design wooden partition /
cupboard wall with storage space on both sides. This
custom built partition stands out; both on the entrance side as
the kitchen. A popular conversation piece for anyone entering
the house for the first time. But also a characteristic element
that transcends standard construction. It illustrates
the love and attention to detail and functionality in constructing
this house.

Cooking The modern kitchen has excellent lighting and while designing it, ample attention has been given to sufficient work space, storage space and
electric cooking.  All conceivable built-in appliances from the brands Neff (oven / microwave, steam oven, dishwasher) and Siemens
(induction hob with built-in extractor fan, fridge and freezer) are present. Unique, compared to other lots in this block, is an expansion to the
side that was realised. As a result, not only  one can enjoy dining at a very large dining table, but there is also extra space for playing, reading,
lounging, et cetera.



The specially made-to-measure wall unit forms a
beautiful and functional partition with the stairwell.



Also the staircase was built made-to-measure



Enjoy the evening sun, or a nice
TV evening, read a book or
catch up. It's all  possible
here...

First floor



The first floor offers a cosy living room with storey-high windows and
is perfect for winding down after a busy day. The living is separated from the
hallway by large en-suite glass doors.

Living
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01 -Compact bathroom adjacent to the master bedroom

02 - Sleeping area with walk-in wardrobe

03- View to bathroom

Master bedroom

 On this floor there is also a separate toilet, storage
cupboard with washing machine and dryer
connection, and the master bedroom with private
bathroom (sink and shower) and walk-in closet.



One of the bedrooms facing the garden

On the second floor are 3 additional bedrooms, as well as a sheltered roof terrace in the
front of the house. A lovely place to enjoy your morning coffee. On this floor you will also find
a spacious family bathroom with bath, shower, toilet and wash basin.

Second floor



The terrace situated on the second floor with sun in the afternoon
and evening.

Enjoying a quiet moment at
the end of the day...



Sleeping

Bedroom at the front.

L-R 
Family bathroom with bath, walk-
in shower and spacious
washbasin

1.

The upper floor comprises three spacious bedrooms
of different measurements but all provided with
enough room to sleep and play.



01 - Stairwell 2nd floor

02 -Fourth bedroom of total
 
03 - Close-up bathroom
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Details of the stariwell

The layout and choice of materials have been well
thought out, and there has been a lot of attention
for details. For example, the stairwell is fitted with
a custom-made steel fence and a conscious
choice was made to keep the robust character of
the concrete construction partly visible. The
almost house-high window, fitted with sun-
resistant glass on the side of the house, gives the
house an extraordinary appearance and provides
plenty of light. Add to that the aforementioned
dividing wall /cupboard partition on the ground
floor, the expansion on the side, the symmetry
applied to doors, the seamless connection of the
concrete floor to the beautiful herringbone
parquet floor, the special tiling in the wet rooms,
and it’s obvious t at these features go beyond the
usual completion level.

Good to know



The ground, getting
there and the
surroundings Parking facilities are at the front

There is room for parking of 2 cars on the front of the lot and
preparation was made for a charging station for an electric car. The
size of the entire lot is 301m2 (987sq. ft.). 
The house is situated on municipal ground (leased) and the current
lease period runs until June 15, 2067.

This area on ‘Haven Eiland-Zuid’ on IJburg is popular, partly
because of the proximity to the water next to the Nico Jessekade
(quay) where children can swim in summertime.  The street is
characterised by unique and personal designed houses; varying in
architecture and generally characterized as very high-quality. All
this makes the street not only diverse but also a joy to look at. A
metropolitan feeling, because all the perks of the city of
Amsterdam can be fully utilized, combined with the peace and
space that would normally require leaving the city.



The Diemerpark and the new city beach are nearby for greenery and recreation. In the immediate vicinity are schools
(both primary and secondary education), gyms and cosy craft shops. Gastronomic enjoyment is possible around the
harbour of IJburg, where several restaurants are located. There are excellent connections for  public transport such as
tram 26 which leads to Amsterdam Central Station within about 15 minutes. IJburg shopping centre with a Saturday
market is only a 5-minute bike ride away. The perfect access to the highways A10, A9 and A1 makes accessibility by car
ideal as well.



& All the nice aspects
summarized

Municipal leasehold paid until 2067;
Approx 202m2 living area with a cadastral area of 301m2
with 2 parking spaces;
High quality new building rom 2018;
Various entrances;
Sunny and spacious, perfectly maintained garden;
Workplace at home (possible);
Kitchen area 3 meters high;
Floor high windows in living areas;
4 bedrooms;
High quality finishing;
Sustainably built with virtually no energy costs;
Perfect access to the city and outdoors.

Eur € 1.085.000 k.k. 










